THE MAN WHO BELIEVED IN THE MAHDI
MU˘AMMAD IBR◊Hˆ M AB Ü SAL ˆM AND KNUT S. VIKØR

The following is a document in defence of the Sudanese Mahdi, written
by one of his followers, Yüsuf A˛mad Mu˛ammad ﬁAwa∂ al-Sıd.1
Entitled ‘The answers that silence’, it purports to be the report of a
conversation he had with a Moroccan believer, one A˛mad b. ﬁAbd
Allh al-Fsı in 1306/1888-9, that is four years after the death of the
Mahdi while his khalıfa ﬁAbdallhi was reigning. The format of the
debate is that the Sudanese raises a number of reservations and criticisms
made against the Mahdi by his opponents,2 while the Moroccan answers
them. Al-Fsı is thus the ‘man who belived in the Mahdi although he
did not see him’.
We may assume that this is not the report of an actual debate, and
that no ‘A˛mad al-Fsı’ ever existed. It is a literary device to discuss
points raised by those who denied the Mahdi’s mission and refute
them. Thus it refers to events that took place well after the purported
time of composition, such as the fact that the three khalıfas did not
succeed each other in office, and the destruction of the Mahdi’s tomb.
It must thus have been written after the Mahdiyya had been defeated
by the Anglo-Egyptian forces in 1898. At this time, belief in the
Mahdi’s mission was evidently flagging, and it was important for the
1
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of this text.
For a lengthy discussion of the reservations and critcisms, see ˘asan Saﬁd
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movement and the family of the Mahdi to answer those who said that
this could not have been the expected Mahdi.
One clue to the date of the composition may be the reference to
Mawly ﬁAbd al-˘afı÷, the ‘sultan of Fez’. ﬁAbd al-˘afı÷ b. ˘asan
was about 26 years old in 1888, a young prince who stayed in the
Marrakesh region in the south of Morocco and had little political
influence.3 He could certainly not have been seen as the sultan of Fez.
However, twenty years later, Morocco was in turmoil. Prince ﬁAbd
al-˘afı÷ rose against his brother, Sultan ﬁAbd al-ﬁAzız, who he claimed
was too accommodating to the French. In 1908, ﬁAbd al-ﬁAzız
abdicated, and ﬁAbd al-˘afı÷ moved north and indeed did become
‘the sultan in Fez’. His period of power was short, however. In 1912
he had to sign a protectorate agreement with France. He thus lost the
credibility he had among his compatriots as an opponent of France
and was soon deposed.4 Thus it was only in this period, 1908–1912,
that ﬁAbd al-˘afı÷ had the reputation of being a leading opponent of
France that is reflected in this document. His appearance here may
thus indicate that the treatise was originally composed around this
period.
The author, Yüsuf A˛mad Mu˛ammad ﬁAwa∂ al-Sıd, was from
the Gezira branch of the Fdniyya tribe. He was a companion of
Sayyid ﬁAbd al-Ra˛mn, a son of the Mahdi, and wrote on the history
of the Mahdiyya. He also wrote other works such as Naßı˛at al-˛aqq
al-muwfiq li-hidyat ﬁAbd al-Ra˛ım al-∑diq.
The points of criticism raised mainly discuss the signs of the
Mahdi. Thus, the expected Mahdi is supposed to come from al-Maghrib
al-aqß, i.e. Morocco. However, ﬁAwa∂ points to the actual words,
the ‘farthest west’, and claims that the meaning of ‘farthest’ must be
taken from the Koran, where it is used to denote the distance from
Mecca to Jerusalem (al-masjid al-aqß). And Ab Island in the Sudan,
where the Mahdi manifested himself, is certainly farther away from
3
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He was exiled to Europe, became a Tijnı and wrote a number of books
after standing down from the throne.
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Mecca or Medina than Jerusalem is. Similarly, while the traditions
say that the Mahdi shall rule over the earth, there are many occasions
where the word ‘earth’ is used in the Koran to designate only a single
country or region; and as we know, the Mahdi did indeed rule over a
region.
Further, the Mahdi should be proclaimed in Mecca, where
Mu˛ammad b. ﬁAbd Allh never went. However, this must not be
taken in the literal sense, ﬁAwa∂/al-Fsı claims. In the spiritual sense,
all saints may move through space without apparently leaving their
place, and in any case, for the friends of God all events are really
concluded in Mecca, whatever the physical location of the act. Thus,
while the common people (ﬁawmm) may not have seen the Mahdi
move, he may well have been in Mecca and received the homage of
the saints in the appointed place. Similarly with the claim that he
should have been announced by an angel. Such an event is not to be
witnessed by the common man, but only by the spiritually privileged.
And those who deny the Mahdi are clearly not on a level to realize
such a favour.
It is also claimed that the Mahdi should lead Jesus in prayer. This
too is of course to be taken in the spiritual sense. We know, ﬁAwa∂/alFsı says, that Jesus had already descended to Earth after his death
several times during the lifetime of his mother Mary, so he may well
have done so in later times. Indeed, al-Shaﬁrnı says in his autobiography
that he himself led Jesus in prayer, so it is in no way unreasonable
that the Mahdi should have done the same.
After the fall of the Mahdist state in 1898, the Mahdi’s tomb was
broken open by the victors. However, a similar event also happened
to Abraham’s tomb, and it does not detract from the status of the
Mahdi any more than it did from that of Abraham.
So what about the four khalıfas, the critics ask. There were never
more than three of them? No, says ﬁAwa∂/al-Fsı, there were four,
because Mu˛ammad al-Mahdı al-Sanüsı, although he never came to
the Sudan, was a believer in the Mahdi and he was the fourth khalıfa.
And in any case, the four were not khalıfas in the sense that they
should rule after the Mahdi—only one of the three in the Sudan ever
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did that.5 As they were only designated so as to follow spiritually in
the footsteps of the Prophet, there is nothing untoward in one of the
four staying in Cyrenaica throughout the time.
To document the Sanüsı leader’s support for the Mahdi, ﬁAwa∂
refers to a letter al-Sanüsı sent to the Khedive of Egypt, replying to a
claim that al-Sanüsı had sent soldiers to the Mahdi. We have the text
of this letter.6 Far from expressing support for the Mahdi, as al-ﬁAwa∂
claims, the letter rejects the allegation that he had sent a son called
Ma˛müd and 500 horsemen to the ‘apostate of religion and renegade’
in the Sudan. Al-Sanüsı further remarks that ‘the man who claims that
ﬁAzr√ıl carries the banner of his victory, needs help from no man’
(‘nothing but idle yarns, fables and falsifications’, he adds). Thus,
while the letter from the Khedive that Awa∂ quotes seems to be
genuine, the Sanüsı did not in fact support the Mahdi’s movement,
rejecting it both politically and on religious grounds. ﬁAwa∂ evades
the rejection and turns al-Sanüsı’s irony to mean that he who has the
support of the archangels—the Mahdi—does not need help from
anyone, being ever victorious.
The treatise also refers to the Egyptian ruler Ismﬁıl Psh having
built a mosque for the Sanüsıs in Jidda. This is quite unknown from
the Sanüsı sources. There was a Sanüsı lodge in Jidda, built in the
lifetime of the founder of the order (before 1859), but there is no hint
of Egyptian involvement in this. However, there were persistent reports
that a later Khedive, ﬁAbbs b. ‡üsün built a lodge for him in Cairo
that was taken away from them by a later ruler.7 This may have
happened, we are not certain, but no Sanüsı ever inhabited this lodge.
Thus the reference to Jidda may be a confusion with this story.
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This is also a statement that could only have been made after the Mahdiyya
had failed, and it was clear no one would follow the khalıfa ﬁAbdallhi.
It is in Dar al-kutub al-Mißriyya, Taymüriyya collection, and was printed
together with the letter of the Khedive in al-Waq√iﬁ al-Mißriyya, 12 Jumd I
1301/10 March 1884. It will be published in M.I. Abü Salım, al-Khußüma bayn
al-Mahdı wa-muﬁri∂ıhi, forthcoming.
K.S. Vikør, Sufi and Scholar on the Desert Edge, Thesis, Bergen 1991,
151.
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Manuscripts
There are two known manuscripts of ‘The Answers that Silence’,
with only minor discrepancies. One is from the papers of ﬁAlı al-Mahdı,
brother of ﬁAbd al-Ra˛mn al-Mahdı, here designated as A. The other,
here called B, comes from the papers that were presented to al-∑diq
al-Mahdı by some Fdniyya notables and is kept in the National
Records Office, Khartoum.8 The following is an edited version of the
two.

WJ*« Wuô« Ác

tK« b³Ž sÐ bLŠ« ÍbO
s¬ Íc« wÝUH«
Âö« tOKŽ ÍbN*UÐ
Ád¹ rË
9

Âö«Ë …öB«Ë 5*UF« »— tK b?L(« rOŠd« sLŠd« tK« rÐ
rKÝË t³×)Ë t¬Ë bL× U½bOÝ wKŽ
10

9

The Arabic text of these letters will also be printed in Abü Salım, Khußüma,
forthcoming.
Only in B.

10

ÆÆÆ tK

8

bL(«

only in A.
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12

11

t½« ÷u?Ž bL?×? b?LŠ« nÝu¹ d?O?IH?« b³?F« U½« ‰u?-U.
WM¹b*« v. ±≥∞∂ tMÝ …bOF« U-Ëô« vM²?FLł b- tK« qCHÐ
U*Ë tK« b?³Ž sÐ bL?Š« tL?Ý« ”U. vU¼« s n¹d?ý qłdÐ …—uM*«
d??Nþ Èc?« b??O? « «c?¼ v ‰U??- Ê«œu??« v?U¼« s v½« v?M.d??Ž
‰U??I? . rF½ t XKI??. dE?²M*« Íb??N*« u¼ q¼ Ê«œu??UÐ r?FbMŽ
ÊUDKÝ kOH?(« b³Ž Èôu? bMŽ tþUH« ——œË t²ÐU²F X¹«— v
—«b« v. W?? ½«d?? H« l »d?? (« „dðË ‰u?? ³? I?UÐ U¼U?? IKðË ”U?? .
Èb?N*« q¦? WÐd?(«Ë n?O?UÐ »—U?×¹ —U?)Ë ‚bM³UÐ ¡U?C?O?³«
ÈbN*« UÐU²?F Ê« a¹—U²« iFÐ v. UM¹«— t XKI. Âö« tOKŽ
vMOFÐ U?N²¹«— U½« ‰U?-Ë VCG?. ”U?. v« qBð r Âö« t?OKŽ
13

15

14

16

17

18

20

19

11

A: ‰u-« .

12

A: U½«Ë

13

A: ÍbN*« ÂUô«.

14

Only in B.

15

A: tðUÐU²F.

16

A: U½d..

17

Only in A. B also has UCO³« without hamza.

18

Âö?? ?« t?? O?KŽ

19

A: ”UH.

only in B, this is generally dropped in A after the mention of the

Mahdi’s name.
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U½«Ë ±≥∞¥ tMÝ t²K)ËË d³UÐ vÝu?M« bu XNłuð v ‰U- rŁ
Íœ«Ë s qł— d?CŠË Âö?« tOKŽ Èb?N*« ‰UI?²½« vMGKÐ ÁbMŽ
b?³Ž W?H?OK)« Èb?N*« W?HO?Kš Ê« vÝuM« bu ‰U?-Ë u-dÐ Í«
W¹U??ž vJÐË VC??G« W¹U??ž vÝu?M« bË VC??G? . rU?þ tK«
«c¼ Âö??« t??OKŽ Èb?N?*« W?H? OKš v. ‰u??Ið nO??F ‰U??-Ë vJ³«
5¼«Ë fK:« s qłd« Ãdš«Ë ‰uI«
‰U??- Âö??« t??OKŽ Èb??N*« v. v½U1« ‚b??) ·d??Ž U?LK.
vÝu?M« b?Ë Ê« Èd?? O? ? ž ‚b?? B?ð ôË vM-b?? ?) nÝu?¹ U¹ w
s t …d?CŠ WÐU?²F X¹«— b?-Ë Âö?« tOKŽ Èb?N?LK rK?
21

23

22

25

24

26

27

28

30

20
21
22
23

29

B: t²¹«—Ë

wýœ.
A: Íœ«Ë, B: X¹œË« (evidently a later correction). The intended is È«ÒœË .
A: «u-dÐ Í« , B: ‚dÐ.

27

WHOK)« in front of the names only in A.
B: X¹Už.
B: X¹U-.
B: Ãdš.
A: U* rŁ.

28
29

Only in A.
Only in A.

30

B: U²ÐU²F .

24
25
26
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v²« …œu*« dF–« U?NO?. t ‰u?I¹ Èu¹b?)« UýUÐ oO?.uð b?L×?
dF–Ë vÝuM?« bL×? „b«ËË UýUÐ qO?ŽULÝ« Èb?«Ë 5Ð X½UF
‰U-Ë tOKŽ UUF½ô« s p– dOžË Áb−Ð lU'« t Á¡UMÐ t
pUÝ—UÐ Ê«œuUÐ d?Nþ Èc« qłd« «c¼ UMOKŽ «u½ËU?Fð nOF
s Ê« «d?B?²g? UÐ«u?ł t V²J. UM?GKÐ U?L?F gO?łË U¹«— t
UMU¦« ÊuŽ v« ÃU²×¹ ô qOz«—eŽË q¹d³ł tF
qÝ ‰U??I?. ô«R??Ý v. Èb?O? Ý U¹ p½–U??²?Ý« t XK?I?.
l¹U?³¹ Âö?« tOKŽ Íb?N*« Ê« Y¹œU?Šô« iFÐ v. UM¹«— t XKI?.
sFd« 5Ð t??²? F?OÐ Ê« W??N¹b??³« vKŽ w ‰U??I?. ÂU?I?*«Ë sFd« 5Ð
35

34

37

39

33

32

36

38

40

42

41

43

31

Only in A.

32

B: ÁUMÐ.

33

B: lU−K.

34

B: Ábł l .

35

A:tOKŽ tðUUF½« s ÁdOžË .

36

A: «c¼ ÊËUFð .

37

A: UMOKŽ Ê«œu«

40

w..
B: t »u²J UMGKÐ ULF t pUÝ—UÐ.
s only in A.
ô not in either version, but must be the original; see note in translation.

41

Only in A.

38
39

ôu«.

42

B:

43

Only in A.
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bMŽ …u?Dš U?O?½b« lO??L?ł ÊU??. ’«u??)UÐ W??)U?š W??F? OÐ ÂU??I*«Ë
ÀuG?« q× WJ v. ô« b?IF¹ ô œu?łu« v. lI¹ ULKFË ¡U?OËô«
t??²? F?O?Ð U?«Ë ÊUJ?*« p– v. tK« q?¼« s ’«u??)« l¹UÐ ÊuJO??.
»dG*« vH. WUF«
÷—ô« pK?1 Íb?? N*« Ê« V?²J« i?FÐ v. UM?¹«— t XK?I? ?.
vUFð ‰U?- ¡e'« wKŽ qJ« ‚öÞ« s ÷—ô« iFÐ Í« v ‰UI.
vU??F?ð ‰U??-Ë d??B?  ÷—« Í« ÷—ô« v. n?Ýu??O UMJ? pc??FË
UN?Ð—UGË ÷—ô« ‚—U?A Êu?HF?C²?¹ «u½UF s|c« Âu?I« UMŁ—Ë«Ë
U2Ë ‰U?-Ë ÂUA?«Ë dB? ô« «uJK1 r rN½« ÂuKF?Ë q¹«d?Ý« «uMÐ Í«
vL*« dO³J« ÁdO?Hð v. È“«d« dgH« ÁdF– U ‰uI« «c¼ b¹u¹
÷—ô« s p½ËeH²O «ËœUF Ê«Ë vUFð tu- vKŽ VOG« `OðUH0
ÊUJ œ«d*«Ë ÷—ô« dF– q¹eM²« v. dO¦FË W¹ô« U?NM „ułdgO
s È« ÷—ô« s? «u?? HM¹ Ë« vU?? F?ð tu?? I? ?F U?? NM ’u?? B? ?g? ?
v²?« ÷—ô« wMF?¹ ÷—ô« ÕdÐ« sK. v?U?? Fð tu?? ?-Ë rN?? F? ?{«u?? 
45

46

47

48

44

B: WO)Uš .

45

A: WFO³«.

46

B:»dI*« .

47

Only in A.

48

A: d¦FË.
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…dO*« VKD U¼bB‰U?- Âö?« tOK?Ž ÈbN*« Ê« oO?I?% d?O?ž s UMGKÐ t XKI?.
ÊU?. ö?)« UN?O?. ‰UJý« ô Ác¼ ‰U?I. b?łU?*« lOL?ł v. vK)«
…œb?F? ²? —u??BÐ —u??B?²¹ Âö??« t?O?KŽ t?U??I? v. s?J¹ r s
w½«dF?A« »U¼u« b³Ž ÈbO?Ý p– dF– UL?F œ«—« YOŠ vKB¹Ë
t XK- rŁ vÞuDýb« —œU?I« b³Ž Íb?OÝ V-UM v. tðU?I³Þ v.
Èb??N*« Ê« UM Êuu??I¹ ÷d?? rNÐuK- v. s¹c?« ¡U?LK?F« iFÐ Ê«
ÂU?ô« «c¼ U??NÐ d?Nþ v?²« UÐ«Ë vB?-ô« »d??G*« s d?NE¹ dE²M*«
vKŽ oKD¹ b?O?F³« È« vB?-ô« kH ‰U?I. vB?-ô« s XO
vU?Fð ‰U?- œU?²? F*« d?O?UÐ U?u¹ 5FÐ—« Ë« U?u¹ 5ŁöŁ W?.U??
b?−?*« w« Â«d?(« b?−?*« s ö?O Áb³?FÐ Èd?Ý« Èc« ÊU?×?³?Ý
Y¹b(« «c?N. Uu¹ 5FÐ—« Ë« U?u¹ 5ŁöŁ W.U? UL?NMOÐË vB-ô«
w³M« t?Ð rKJð ÊU?. vB??-ô« »d?G*« s d??NE¹ Èb?N?*« Ê« d?F«c«
49

50

51

53

55

49

Only in A.

50

B: dEM¹.

51
52

Only in A.
Only in A.

53

B: XEH .

54

Only in A.

55

B: Âu¹ .

52

54
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56

b¹e?ð UÐ« w« WM?¹b*« s ÊU?? . W?M¹b*« v?. rKÝË t?? OK?Ž tK« v?K)
b¹eð UÐ« v« WJ s? ÊU. WJ? v. tÐ rKJð Ê«Ë —«b?I*« «c¼ vKŽ
UI³Þ tÐ dNþ vB-« »d?G uN. ‰UŠ qF vKŽË —«bI*« «c¼ vKŽ
—u½ s t UL. «—u½ t tK« qF−¹ r s U/«Ë Y¹œUŠö
W?? FÐ—« ‰U??I? ?. lÐ«d« s?¹U??. W?ŁöŁ Èb??N?*« ¡U??HK?š t XKI?? .
hI½ Èc?« «cJ¼ d??C? ?Š ÊU??F ÊU??. vÝuM?« bË rN??FÐ«—Ë
Áb' t²Ł«—Ë ‰ULJ Âö« tOKŽ ÍbN*« ¡UHKš s œ«d*« ÊU. p–
5²?H?O?K)« ÊU?. Êu?LJ×¹ rN?½« œ«d*« fOË rKÝË t?OK?Ž tK« vK)
r bUŠ n¹dý bL×? WHOK)«Ë uKŠ bË wKŽ W?HOK)« 5MŁô«
Íb?O?Ý ‰U?- U?L?F ÂuKF? u¼ U?L?F tK« b?³?Ž W?H?OK)« l ULJ×¹
s ‰Uł— Â«b?-« vKŽ r¼Ë UŠu?²H« v. wÐd?F« sÐ s¹b« wO?×
a« tOKŽ tK« «Ëb¼UŽ U «u-b) WÐU×B«
57

59

61

58

60

62

63

56

Only in A.

57

B: dO¦F TAÐ

58

B: Ê«Ë.

59

B: ô .

60

B:rNFÐ—« ‰UI. .

61

ÆÆÆ ÊU. only in B.

62

B:bL×Ë

63

B: «uLJ×¹ .

—«bI*« «c¼ wKŽ b¹eð r.

uKŠ wKŽ 5²HOK)« .
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dJð ÈbN*« W³?- UM ÊuuI¹ s¹dJM*« iFÐ Ê« t XKI.
ÊU??. 5K¼U??'« s¹d?JM*« Âö??F s wMŽœ v? ‰U??I? . Xb?? NðË
U¼dJý «Ëœu¹ rË U¼—b- «u?.dF¹ rK. WLF½ r?N²ð« Ê«œu« vU¼«
‚d??ŠË ”b??I*« XOÐ »d??š U* d??BM²??gÐ ÊU??. rN?M tK« U??N«“U??.
r Âb?N?ð «–« 5D« ÊU?. qOK)« r?O¼dÐ« U½b?O?Ý W??³?- Âb¼Ë …«—u?²«
WŽU−A« s ”UMK t×M‡ UË Âö« tOKŽ Èb?N*« b− ÂbN²¹
tO?. rNKšœ« UË bO?:« »d« WŽUÞ w« bO?³F« œUý—«Ë bO?Šu²«Ë
5(U?B« Vð— s? W?³ð— qF ‚u?. w¼ v²« …œU??N?A« W?³ð— s
5I¹b?B«Ë 5O³?M« s rNOKŽ X?LF½« s¹c« l vU?Fð ‰U?- UL?F
Âö«Ë …öB« t?OKŽ rO¼«dÐ« U½bOÝ Ê« ULF 5(U?B«Ë ¡«bNA«Ë
qFË W?U?O?I« Âu¹ v?« s¹d?šô« ÊU? vKŽ t?OKŽ ¡UM?¦« Âb?N?²¹ r
tK« vK) t?O?³M vU?Fð tu?- «d?g?. ÁU?H?FË t?O« VMðË t?³?% qK*«
65

64

66

67

68

69

71

70

64

B: w½uŽœ .

65

A: ÂöFË .

66

A: rË.

67

A:

68
69

Âb¼.
A: tK¦ UË .
ÆÆÆ œUý—«Ë only in A.

70

Only in A.

71

A:

5(UB« W³ð— ‚u. w¼Ë .
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Ád?š¬ w« U?H? OMŠ rO¼«dÐ« WK l?³ð« Ê« pO« U?O?ŠË« rŁ rK?ÝË t?OKŽ
vMÐ vK?Ž U?²KB??Š v²« 5²??F?-«u« v« v?U?Fð —U??ý« b?-Ë ‰U?- rŁ
v. Êb??H?² »U?²J« v. q¹«d?Ý« wMÐ w« UMO?C?-Ë tu?IÐ q¹«d?Ý«
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vN?²½« Æ rKÝË t³?×)Ë t¬ wKŽË b?L×? U½bO?Ý wKŽ tK« vK)Ë
±≥µµ WMÝ w½U¦« ÈœULł s ±≤ Âu¹ tLÝ—
*********
Translation

These are the answers that silence, of Sayyidi A˛mad ﬁAbd Allh
al-Fsı who believed in the Mahdi although he did not see him.
In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
Praise be to God, the Lord of all Being. Peace and blessing upon
our Master Mu˛ammad and his family and Companions.
I say, I am the needy [of God] servant Yüsuf A˛mad Mu˛ammad
ﬁAwa∂. By the grace of God, I met during some happy times in
Medina, the radiant, in 1306 [1888-9] a noble man from Fez by the
name of A˛mad b. ﬁAbd Allh. When he learned that I was from the
Sudan, he said to me, ‘This noble man who appeared among you in
the Sudan, is he the expected Mahdi?’ I answered ‘Yes’, and he said,
‘I saw a letter of his and the pearls of its words with Mawl ﬁAbd
al-˘afı÷, the sultan of Fez,103who received it with acceptance and
stopped fighting the French in Casablancawith guns and started to
fight with swords and spears as the Mahdi (peace be upon him) did’.

103 ﬁAbd al-˘afı÷ b. al-˘asan al-ﬁAlawı, al-Mawl (1280-1356/1863-1936),
son of the Sultan of Morocco, see introduction above.
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And I said to him, ‘We have seen in some history104 that the letters of
the Mahdi (peace be upon him) did not reach Fez’. Then he grew
angry and said, ‘Indeed, I saw it with my eyes’. Then he said, ‘I went
to Walad al-Sanüsı by land, and reached him in 1304 [1886-7]. While
I was with him, the death of the Mahdi (peace be upon him) reached
me,105 and a man from Waday, that is Borqü, said to Walad al-Sanüsı
that the khalıfa of the Mahdi, the Khalıfa ﬁAbdallhi, is an oppressor.
Then Walad al-Sanüsı became violently angry and started to cry
violently, and said, “How can you say this of the khalıfa of the
Mahdi, peace be upon him?” and he expelled the man from the
assembly with disdain.’
And when he [al-Fsı] learned of the sincerity of my faith in the
Mahdi, peace be upon him, he said to me, ‘O Yüsuf, trust me and no
other, Walad al-Sanüsı acknowledges the Mahdi, peace be upon him.
I have seen a letter that came to him [al-Sanüsı] from the Khedive
Mu˛ammad Tawfıq Psh, where he said to him, “I remind you of
the love that was between my father Ismﬁıl Psh and your father
Mu˛ammad al-Sanüsı”, and reminded him that he had built the mosque
for him in Jidda, and other favours for him, and said, “How can you
support this man who has appeared in the Sudan against us, by sending
him banners and an army, as we have heard”. And he [al-Sanüsı]
wrote to him a reply, saying in brief that the one who has Gabriel and
ﬁAzr√ıl on his side, does not need help from the likes of us.’106

104 To be found in Naﬁüm Shuqayr, Ta√rıkh al-Südn al-qadım wa ’l-˛adıth
wa-jughrfiyyatuhu, Cairo 1903, III, 354.
105 The Mahdi died on 9 Rama∂n 1302/22 June 1885. Thus if this is correct,
the news came to the Sanüsı more than a year after the event, which seems
unlikely. Also, it would be impossible for the khalıfa to be called ‘an oppressor’
at the same time as the Mahdi’s death was reported, i.e. before the khalıfa had
succeeded to power. Both indicate that the story is fictious and was created at a
later date.
106 The ms. does not have the l, thus it says lit. ‘must be helped…’, but
al-Sanüsı’s letter original letter says ﬁal annahu l ya˛tj il ’l-bashar man
ya˛mal Azr√ıl ﬁalayhi al-salm ryatahu (above, note 4).
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And I said to him, ‘Do you allow, Sir, some questions?’, and he
said, ‘Ask’. I said, ‘We have seen in some Traditions that homage
(bayﬁa) is paid to the Mahdi (peace be upon him) between the corner
[of the Kaﬁba] and Abraham’s maqm’ and he said to me at once,
‘The homage paid to him between the corner and the maqm is a
special homage made by the privileged, but indeed all the world is
but a step for the saints and none of what occurs in this world is
concluded elsewhere than in Mecca, the place of the ghawth. So the
homage of the privileged of the people of God took place there, and
as for the homage of the common people, that should be in the
Maghreb’.
I said to him, ‘We have seen in some books that the Mahdi will
own the earth’, and he said, ‘That is, some of the earth, using the part
[rhetorically] to stand for the whole. It is in the saying of God, Most
High, “So We established Joseph in the land” [xii, 21],107 that is, the
land of Egypt; and in the saying of God, Most High, “And We
bequeathed upon the people that were abased all the east and the west
of the land” [vii, 137], that is the Children of Israel. And it is known
that they only owned the lands of Egypt and Syria’. He said, ‘And
this saying is supported by what al-Fakhr al-Rzı said in his large
tafsır called Maftı˛ al-ghayb about the saying of God, Most High,
“Indeed, they were near to startling thee from the land, to expel thee
from it [and then they would have tarried after thee only a little—the
wont of those We sent before thee of Our Messengers; thou wilt find
no change to Our wont]” [xvii, 76]. The Revelation mentions the
word “land” many times, and the meaning is a special place in it, as
in the saying of God, Most High, “or they shall be banished from the
land. [This is the recompense of those who fight against God and His
Messenger, and hasten about the earth, to do corruption there: they
shall be slaughtered, or crucified, or their hands and feet shall alternately
be struck off, or…]” [v, 33], that is, from their places, and the saying
of God, Most High, “Neither will I leave this” [xii, 80], meaning the
land that He made for asking for provisions.’
107 The translation of Arthur J. Arberry, The Koran interpreted (Oxford 1964),
is used.
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And I said to him, ‘It has reached us without confirmation108 that
the Mahdi (peace be upon him) has said, “I will pray in all mosques”109’.
He also said, ‘There is no doubt about this at all. Even one who is not
of his rank (peace be upon him) sees through multiplied likenesses,
and prays where he wants, as ﬁAbd al-Wahhb al-Shaﬁrnı mentions
in his ‡abaqt on the virtues of Sayyidı ﬁAbd al-Qdir al-Dash†ü†ı’.110
Then I said, ‘Some scholars who have a sickness in their hearts, say
to us that the expected Mahdi will appear in the farthest west (almaghrib al-aqß),111 and Ab,112 where this imam appeared, is not in
the farthest [west]’. He said, ‘The expression “the farthest”, that is far
away, applies to a distance of thirty or forty days normal travel. God,
Most High, says “Glory be to Him, who carried His servant by night
from the Holy Mosque to the Further Mosque” [xvii, 1] and the
distance between the two is the distance of thirty or forty days. And
this Tradition mentioning that the Mahdi will appear in the farthest
west, if the Prophet (may the blessings and peace of God be upon
him) spoke of it in Medina, then from Medina to Ab exceeds this
distance, and if he talked about it in Mecca, then from Mecca to
Ab exceeds this distance. And in any case, this is a “farthest
west” that he appeared in, in conformity with the Traditions. And
indeed, he upon whom God did not bestow light will have no
light.’
And I said to him, ‘The khalıfas of the Mahdi are three, so where
is the fourth?’ He said, ‘There are four, and the fourth of them is
Walad al-Sanüsı. And if he had come, he would have been the missing
one. Indeed the point of the khalıfas of the Mahdi (peace be upon
108 This probably indicates an event that did not take place, and refers to its not
being mentioned by the Mahdi in his writings, and thus being uncertain.
1 0 9 Cf. P.M. Holt, The Mahdist State in the Sudan 1881-1898 (2nd edn., Oxford
1970), 112, for a declaration of the Mahdi to this effect.
110 ﬁAbd al-Qdir b. Mu˛ammad al-Dash†ü†ı (d. 924/1518), Sufi author; alShaﬁrnı, al-‡abaqt al-kubr, Beirut, n.d. (reprint of Cairo 1954 edition), II ,
138-9 and Ka˛˛la, V , 299.
111 Al-maghrib al-aqß normally means Morocco, but ﬁAwa∂ uses the literal
meaning of ‘farthest west’ to argue his point.
112 Ab Island on the White Nile, the early centre of the Mahdi.
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him) was the completion of his inheritance from his ancestor (may
the blessings and peace of God be upon him) and the intention was
not that they should reign. Indeed the two khalıfas, the Khalıfa ﬁAlı
Walad ˘ilü and the Khalıfa Mu˛ammad al-Sharıf ˘mid did not rule
with the Khalifa ﬁAbdallhi, as is known. Thus Sayyidı Mu˛yı ’l-Dın
b. al-ﬁArabı said in the Futu˛t, “And they are coming in the footsteps
of the Companions, ‘They fulfil the covenant they made with God’
[Koran, xxxiii, 23]”, etc.’
I said to him, ‘Some of those who deny [the Mahdi] tell us that
the tomb of the Mahdi has been broken and destroyed’.113 He said to
me, ‘Spare me the words of the ignorant rejectors. There came to the
peoples of the Sudan an ease whose extent they were unaware of, and
they did not want to give God thanks for it. So God took it away
from them. Indeed Nebuchadnezzar destroyed Jerusalem and burned
the Torah and destroyed the tomb of our lord Abraham the friend [of
God]. Surely if the earth114 is destroyed, the glory of the Mahdi (peace
be upon him) is not destroyed, nor the valour and the [message] of
unity of God and guidance of God’s servants to be obedient to the
Glorious Lord, nor the rank of martyrdom which is above every rank
of the righteous in which he placed them, as in the saying of God,
Most High, “those whom God has blessed, Prophets, just men, martyrs,
the righteous” [iv, 69]. Similarly, the praise for our master Abraham
(peace and blessings be upon him) from the tongues of others to the
day of resurrection is not destroyed, and all religions love him and
trace their origin to him. And sufficient as praise of him are the
words of God, Most High, to His prophet (may the blessings and
peace of God be upon him), “Then We revealed to thee, ‘Follow thou
the creed of Abraham, a man of pure faith [and no idolater]’” [xvi,
123].’ Then he said, ‘God, Most High, has indicated the two events
that happened to the Children of Israel through His saying “And We
decreed for the Children of Israel in the Book; ‘You shall do corruption
113 This could clearly not have been said in 1888, when this letter is purported
to have been written – the grave was only demolished in 1898, after the defeat
of the Mahdists; Holt, Mahdist State, 241.
114 Or clay soil of the qubba.
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in the earth twice, and you shall ascend exceeding high’. So when the
promise of the first of these came to pass, We sent against you
servants of Ours, men of great might, [and they went through the
habitations, and it was a promise performed]” [xvii, 4]. Then He said,
“Then, when the promise of the second came to pass, We sent against
you Our servants to discountenance you, and to enter the Temple, as
they entered it the first time, and to destroy utterly that which they
ascended to”[xvii, 7].’
And I said, ‘We saw in some Traditions that the Mahdi (peace be
upon him) leads Jesus in prayer, and is this Tradition sound or not?’
He said, ‘I saw in some Traditions that some one other than the
Mahdi (peace be upon him) of this Mu˛ammadan community is the
one who leads Jesus in prayer—and this cancels that Tradition—or
that he leads him in prayer in the way Sayyidı ﬁAbd al-Wahhb
al-Shaﬁrnı tells in the Minan,115 “I led Jesus in prayer and it was
communicated to me by inspiration that it was him”. And it is mentioned
in the book, Mashriq al-anwr that Jesus descended in the lifetime
of his mother, so there was no impediment to his descending several
times.’
Then I said to him, ‘Some of the falsely disputing scholars say to
us: “What do you say in explanation of this Tradition, where it says
that the Prophet (may the blessings and peace of God be upon him)
says concerning him, ‘When the Mahdi appears, an angel will cry out
above his turban “This is the khalıfa of God, so follow him”’”, and
they say that at the time he appeared, this cry did not occur.’ He said,
‘The cry is in the hearts, that is the hearts of the blissful. Indeed, it is
known about the angel that his body is not visible nor is his voice
audible except as a miracle of a prophet or a mark of honour for a
saint. The Mahdi (peace be upon him) was followed by most people
when he appeared, not out of desire for any property that was with
him, nor out of fear of his strength, for it was known that the strength
of the government of that time was greater than his, but they did not
115 Probably his autobiography La†√if al-minan wa ’l-akhlq fı bayn wujüb
al-ta˛adduth bi-niﬁmat Allh ﬁal ’l-i†lq, GAL, S, II, 444. For Mashriq al-anwr
al-qudsiyya fı bayn al-ﬁuhüd al-Mu˛ammadiyya, see ibid., 443.
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fear its strength and followed him.116 Indeed this was only following
the angel’s cry,117 to the extent that they, in accompanying him, sold
their souls out of desire for pleasing God, and confirming what they
had in themselves. God, Most High, said, “[Hadst thou expended all
that is in the earth], thou couldst not have brought their hearts together;
but God brought their hearts together, surely He is All-mighty, Allwise” [viii, 63]. And it is said in the Tradition, “If God loves a
believer, Gabriel cries in Heaven that ‘God loves So-and-so, so love
him’ and the people of Heaven love him. Then he arranges for him
an acceptance on Earth and the hearts of the blissful love him”.’
I said to him, ‘The scholars say to us, “What do you say in
explanation of this Tradition, in which he (may the blessings and
peace of God be upon him) said, ‘My community will in the time of
the Mahdi find favour, a favour whose like has not been found, so
that the communities of the dead will desire life because of the goodness
they see the people of Earth enjoying’”?’ And he said, ‘The goodness
is martyrdom and the meaning is not what they understand in terms
of abundance of food and drink. Indeed the favour that the Mahdi
(peace be upon him) brings forbids this and puts in hearts the love of
hunger and the like, in keeping with his ancestor (may the blessings
and peace of God be upon him) and his Companions as is known.
And I saw in the fatw of Shaykh ﬁIllaysh (may God give him
mercy) in the chapter of jihd, in the first part, nr. 331: “There is no
dead person who desires to return to the world, except a martyr when
he sees the blessings of martyrdom coming from the Owner of the
Glorious Throne, and he seeks it so that it may increase the honour of
what no eye has seen and ear heard and has not occured to the heart
of any man”.118 And as he (may the blessings and peace of God be
116 This refers to the attacks later made by scholars and government sources
that people followed the Mahdi to gain property or because they were afraid of
his sword, rather than out of belief.
117 Or, for God’s desire (li-nid√ al-Malik).
118 Mu˛ammad A˛mad ﬁIllaysh, Fat˛ al-ﬁalı al-mlik fı ’l-fatw ﬁal madhhab
al-imm Mlik, 2 vols., Cairo, n.d., I, 390. The Cairo edition has fa-m min
mayyit ill yatamann, and also li-yuzda la-hu, ‘so that honour … is increased
for him’. The phrase at the end is a ˛adıth qudsı and is commonly used in
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upon him) said in the Tradition about martyrdom in the Muwa††a√ of
Imm Mlik (may God be pleased with him), “Indeed I wish that I
was fighting for the sake of God and I was killed then brought to life
then killed and brought to life then killed”.119’
Praise belongs to God, the Lord of all Being. Peace and blessing
upon our Master Mu˛ammad and his family and Companions. The
copying of this ended on the 12 Jumd II 1355 [30 August 1936].120

letters from contemporary Sufis like A˛mad b. Idrıs and Mu˛ammad b. ﬁAlı
al-Sanüsı. It was also used by al-Ghazlı and is found in several Traditions;
Vikør, Sufi and Scholar, 305 n.22.
119 Mlik b. Anas, al-Muwa††a√, ed. Früq Saﬁd, Beirut 1403/1983, 40 [27];
Al-Muwatta of Imam Malik ibn Anas, The first formulation of Islamic Law,
translated by Aisha Abdurrahman Bewley, London 1989, 180.
120 B: ‘Thus, and peace, Year 1359 [1940-1].’

